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Abstract

The exploration of the chemical diversity of extracts from various biological sources has led to major drug discoveries. Over the past two decades, despite the introduction of advanced methodologies for natural product (NP) research (e.g., dereplication and high content screening), successful accounts of the validation of NPs as lead therapeutic candidates have been limited. In this context, one of the main challenges faced is related to working with crude natural extracts because of their complex composition and the inadequacies of classical bioguided isolation studies given the pace of high-throughput screening campaigns. In line with the development of metabolomics, genomics and chemometrics, significant advances in metabolite profiling have been achieved and have generated high-quality massive genome and metabolome data on natural extracts. The unambiguous identification of each individual NP in an extract using generic methods remains challenging. However, the establishment of structural links among NPs via molecular network analysis and the determination of common features of extract composition have provided [...]
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1 Introduction

It is widely accepted in the scientific community that natural products (NPs) remain a major source of new chemical entities with potential applications for drug discovery (especially as anticancer and anti-infective agents). Standardised natural extracts are also widely used as botanicals for phytotherapy and notably for the management of chronic diseases. However, there has been a lack of interest from the pharmaceutical industry in investigating natural resources since the beginning of 2000. This is mainly attributable to the lengthy and tedious procedures involved in the isolation and characterisation of bioactive NPs, to the redundancy of NPs stored within libraries sourced for discovery, and to the limited compatibility of crude natural extracts (CNEs) with the high throughput of bioactivity screening campaigns on selected targets.

To address these issues, the scientific community has revitalised the discipline by: (I) rationally exploiting collections of CNEs and NPs representative of terrestrial and marine biodiversity while taking into account regulations for a fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the usage of genetic resources (Nagoya Protocol) and (II) developing advanced analytical protocols for the rapid identification of previously known NPs in CNEs (dereplication) to avoid their unnecessary re-isolation. For this latter aspect, the metabolite profiling of complex CNEs for the early identification of NPs (metabolite annotation) has evolved considerably over the last decade in line with the development of metabolomics in other fields of life sciences. In particular, the development of efficient workflows combining sophisticated analytical techniques and powerful data mining software has started to provide partial/full structure information of a large number of NPs in extracts. Such approaches allow for an in-depth exploration of the chemical space covered by metabolomes of micro- or macroscopic living organisms. They document the complexity/
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2 Design of NP libraries for prioritisation studies

The implementation of an efficient NP prioritisation pipeline must first rely on a well-designed collection of CNEs. One of the world’s largest and most diverse screening libraries of CNEs was developed in the 1980s and 1990s by the National Cancer Institute (NCI). Approximately 65 000 plant specimens, 15 000 marine specimens and 20 000 fungal cultures have been processed to yield tens of thousands of CNEs with the collection being initially designed to facilitate anticancer drug discovery. Today, while it is probably not necessary to assemble such a large number of organisms to discover novel bioactive molecules, it is likely that chances of success are closely linked to the selection of certain types and number of initial samples. This can be done by maximising NP diversity in extract libraries prepared from plants, marine organisms, microorganisms and other organisms as long as the biodiversity of an ecosystem, a kingdom, a region or a given taxonomic group is well represented. A collection of extracts can be limited to a given genus or taxon or to specifically enriched extracts, for example, to allow for the study of a series of NP analogues with given scaffold types.

The screening of CNEs is still a valid option when done with robust bioassays. In academic laboratories, the screening of collections of a few hundred extracts corresponding to a defined corpus is typical in focused studies. These small collections are easier to handle. Their size is compatible with concomitant metabolite profiling and mining and with the capacities of tools currently available for NP prioritisation studies as discussed below. However, to maximise the chances of discovering new bioactive NPs from complex mixtures, a systematic preliminary rapid enrichment step of CNEs using sequential extractions, solid phase extraction (SPE) or coarse generic semi-preparative HPLC fractionation seems necessary. Such enrichment procedures may improve biological and chemical profiling screening steps. In addition, the fractionation of extracts prior to bioassays or performed on selected bioactive extracts can ideally partly overcome potential synergistic or antagonistic effects observed within CNEs. This step also offers an undeniable advantage by increasing the constituent concentration in each fraction. In this context, the NCI in 2018 launched a new programme to produce a publicly accessible HTS amenable library of >1 000 000 fractions prepared from 125 000 extracts. The project is intended to improve compatibility with HTS screening and to avoid pan-assay interference compounds (PAINS).

3 Metabolite profiling of crude natural extracts

Since the early 2000s, advances in MS and/or NMR-based approaches associated with bioinformatics tools have been decisive in the design and development of NP studies. These methods are used to investigate the molecular content of biological systems with unprecedented sensitivity and precision. They are extensively used for dereplication prior to performing bioactivity-guided isolation studies and have been to a greater extent used for the comprehensive metabolite profiling of CNEs. Most current metabolite profiling studies are performed with state-of-the-art high-resolution LC-MS tools that apply the high resolution of ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC) for the chromatographic resolution of isomers and high-resolution MS methods for molecular formula assignment. While chromatography is usually performed using reverse phase (RP) liquid chromatography (LC), valuable alternative methods rely on the use of hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC) or supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) for the profiling of very apolar or lipophilic NPs. Efforts have been made to predict the retention time behaviours of NPs to support metabolite ID, though due to the complexity of interactions further model development is needed to realise results comparable to what has been achieved with the Kovats retention index for GC.

In classical pharmacognostic investigations, the dereplication step allows for the rapid identification of known NPs in CNEs and prevents their isolation when their bioactivity has already been described. In screening campaigns, it is particularly helpful to detect “frequent hitters”, which are also called PAINS. All of this ultimately leads to the prioritisation of extracts prior to isolation procedures.

Additional orthogonal detection methods such as photodiode array (PDA) or NMR methods are also important for metabolite annotation. PDA methods are still widely used in NP research as a complement to MS for the detection of characteristic chromatophores of given NP scaffolds. NMR can be used for hyphenation but suffers from a low degree of intrinsic sensitivity compared to MS even when using the state-of-art LC-SPE-NMR system. Such methods are mainly used for the targeted identification of an LC-peak when complementary information is necessary for de novo identification. Detection within the low microgram range is possible with cryogenated NMR probes and particularly in conjunction with low detection volumes suitable for limited sample amounts.

The direct NMR profiling of CNEs without prior chromatographic separations remains as the mostly widely used and complementary approach to LC-MS. NMR typically allows for detection in the order of a few tens of predominating NPs in extracts, which is significantly lower than the 1000s of features detected by MS. NMR, however, offers the advantage of providing an unbiased quantitative estimation of metabolite levels in CNEs. This presents a significant advantage when linking such profiles to bioactivity results with chemometrics methods, as such data are dependent on the concentration of active principles. The semi-quantitative estimation of metabolites levels is also possible by ELSD or CAD detection for LC in combination with MS although such approaches have not yet been widely adopted. The MS and NMR profiling methods are thus clearly complementary to better ascertaining the quality of metabolite annotation in CNEs. NMR, ELSD and CAD also offer the additional advantage of providing semi-quantitative estimations of main
metabolites in extracts. New hybrid NMR/MS approaches are emerging for the identification of NPs in mixtures, and many advances in this direction are expected to emerge in the years to come.

4 Metabolite annotation, in silico databases and molecular networking

For early NP identification, recently developed approaches have relied on the combined use of high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) for molecular formula assignment, on the comparison of fragmentation MS/MS spectra against databases (DBs) and on the visualisation of groupings of these spectra into a molecular network (MN). In LC-MS metabolite profiling, two forms of MS/MS data acquisition are available: data independent or data dependent acquisition (DIA versus DDA). DDA is the standard method for running LC-MS/MS experiments and involves executing a short HRMS survey scan of currently eluting molecules followed by a series of MS/MS scans. DIA can generate a more comprehensive survey for the metabolite profiling of CNEs but is not yet widely used because informatics re-treatment and DIA spectra libraries are still unavailable.

When hundreds to thousands of MS/MS spectra are collected by DDA, automatic classification is required. For this purpose, the Global Natural Product Social Molecular Networking (GNPS) web platform allows the generation of an MN. In an MN, two molecules with several structural similarities normally exhibit considerable similarities in their fragmentation patterns. Such spectral similarities are calculated from a cosine score used in the high-throughput identification of metabolites. A newly developed software program (MetGem) allows for the efficient and reliable calculation of cosine scores and plots using a GNPS-like format or t-distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) algorithm. The procedure offers a complementary view of data clusters while preserving interactions between related groups of MS/MS spectra.

When using online experimental DBs, an MN can be marked with standards to annotate each molecular cluster. For this purpose, the use of spectral databases among other approaches constitutes a key element from which annotation becomes effective. While collections of pure NPs are available in many academic laboratories, large collections of spectra are still missing and efforts to share spectroscopic data should be made in the future. As an example, the efficiency of MNs combined with MS/MS searches through a restricted spectral library of monoterpene indole alkaloids for novel NP prioritisation has been demonstrated in the investigation of Apocynaceae species Geissospermum laeve.

The quality and completeness of public or commercial MS/MS DBs are however still lacking with regard to the total number of NPs described to date. This is why in silico fragmentation tools that allow for a match between experimental and predicted spectra are increasingly used. In this context, an in silico MS/MS library generated by accessing the structures of most described NPs (>200 000 MS/MS) is available. While these approaches can still be improved, the combination of MNs and in silico MS/MS DBs allows for the efficient early annotation of NPs in CNEs in a generic and high-throughput manner. To improve the accuracy of in silico predictions through the propagation of structural annotations even when there is no match to a MS/MS spectrum in spectral libraries, a new tool referred to as “Network Annotation Propagation” (NAP) has been introduced. NAP significantly improves the ranking of in silico annotations while recognising the fact that neighbour nodes in MN clusters are structurally related. The efficiency of this approach has been confirmed through the targeted isolation of dicoumarol neolignans from a stem extract of Sageretia theezans.

The establishment of bridges between algorithmic and experimental approaches and notably via metabolite profiling therefore represents an innovative way to explore the complexities of CNEs. We thus describe below main strategies used for the prioritisation of NPs based on novelty and/or bioactivity.

5 Linking profiling data with other layers of information for NP prioritisation

Multiple NP prioritisation strategies have been developed in recent years and most often based on the combination of different sources of information (e.g., genomic, taxonomic, geographic, bioactivity and/or spectral data). These strategies can be quite different depending on the genetic resource studied (microorganisms, marine organisms, or plants). For an overview, we briefly describe below the most innovative procedures applied to both micro- and macro-organisms, which are grouped according to the profiling methods employed or based on approaches considered. The approaches are discussed separately for microorganism studies for which genetic information can often be integrated and for plant extracts for which links with genome information and metabolic pathways are more challenging to establish.

5.1 Prioritisation procedures for the investigation of microorganisms

For microorganisms, pharmaceutical companies and academics have for decades devised means of prioritising strains in CNE libraries that involve morphology and 16S sequencing to prioritise specific genera for screening. More recently, strategies for evaluating the biosynthetic potential of such strains have been developed. In this context, a first example of bacterial strain prioritisation was studied to isolate novel NPs. For this study, 146 marine Salinospora and Streptomyces strains were profiled by LC-MS/MS in an MN to establish an exhaustive map of the chemical diversity of two bacterial genera. This study permitted a comprehensive evaluation of NP production according to media and culture conditions and extraction methods. Fifteen molecular families of NPs and analogues were identified from an MN constructed from approximately 1.8 million MS/MS spectra. These data document biosynthetic capacities of the strain collection and provide
a means of comparing strains based on the variety and novelty of their constituents. In another non-targeted profiling study, 1000 randomly selected microorganisms were evaluated by applying a similar LC-MS/MS-MN approach to the GNPS platform. In this case, each strain was grown in two different media and three distinct types of extracts were prepared. To measure the biosynthetic potential of these strains, a principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to visualise different NPs clusters according to the type of extraction employed. This approach allowed for the annotation of 76 molecular families and highlighted strains showing unprecedented levels of metabolic production. In another study, LC-MS metabolic variations observed among 114 bacteria of genera *Photobacterium* and *Xenorhabdus* strains were correlated with several abiotic factors (edaphic conditions). Machine learning was used to rank the importance of NPs in determining all given metadata for prioritisation.48

In addition to MS-based approaches, NMR has been used for microorganism extract profiling. 2D NMR is particularly useful for resolving overlapping signals commonly found in profiling extracts. In this respect, to identify new antiplasmodial compounds from a collection of 119 unfraccionated actinomycete extracts, an interesting HSQC-TOCSY 2D NMR fingerprinting approach was developed for the profiling of extracts containing polyketides (PKs) and peptides (PEPs).14 Such HSQC-TOCSY NMR experiments resolve TOCSY correlations (1H–1H correlation by a chain of couplings) into a carbon dimension through HSQCs (direct 1H–13C correlations). In this study, actinomycete extracts were prioritised based on bioactivity, high PK and PEP diversity levels and based on the uniqueness of HSQC-TOCSY fingerprints. While this approach suffers from the very low sensitivity of 2D NMR compared to MS, it proved very successful in detecting structural fragments specific to NPs produced by microorganisms and allowed for the characterisation of NP elaioiphylin, which has been previously reported to exhibit antiplasmodial and antibiotic activity.

Rather than profiling metabolites, genome data can be used to evaluate the biosynthetic potential of a given organism in microbial research. This is the case for the HTS of bacterial genomes evaluated for their capacity to produce antibacterial compounds with potentially novel modes of action. In this context, a new web tool specialised for actinobacterial genomes called ARTS (Antibiotic Resistant Target Seeker) was developed.39 It facilitates the identification of gene clusters for compounds acting against a specific and novel target and allows for the use of multiple criteria and tools for the rapid exploration of potentially novel resistance targets.

In another study, a genomics-based approach was tested where cryptic pathways were stimulated by polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) to assess the biosynthetic potential of four classes of microbial NPs (aromatic polyketides (PKs), reduced PKs, non-ribosomal PEPs and diterpenoids) of a collection of 100 randomly selected *Streptomyces* strains.40 Here, the preparation of a pool of pathway-specific probes by a two-tiered PCR method allowed for a survey of all variants of biosynthetic machineries for the targeted class of NPs. The methodology was initially validated on 16 “talented” representative strains known to have the potential to produce all classes of NPs. The study of a collection of 100 strains ultimately allowed for the prioritisation of a specific strain of *Streptomyces griseus* and led to the characterisation of four novel non-ribosomal PEPs along with known diterpenoids and PKs.

In contrast to purely genomic approaches, more studies have combined genome and metabolite profiling methods. In this respect, a systematic bioinformatics framework under which MS data are used to verify NP gene cluster family designations and to demonstrate utility for *de novo* correlations of NPs and biosynthetic genes has been proposed. These studies have highlighted the strong potential of such a roadmap for NP discovery based on large-scale genomics and metabolomics used in microbial research.43

Two recent studies9,42 have combined a genomic method with an MN approach to explore the biosynthetic potential of cyanobacteria that serve as prolific NP producers. In the first study, PCR screening was performed on 61 strains belonging to different genera to detect the presence of genes encoding non-ribosomal peptide synthetases (NRPS) and polyketide synthases (PKS) to target their adenylation and ketosynthase domains.9 In the second study, three species of genus *Moorea* were subjected to genome sequencing to identify their biosynthetic genes (NRPS and PKS).42 In both studies, LC-MS/MS-MN analyses allowed for the detection of novel NPs and showed that both PKS and NRPS genes were present in the majority of cyanobacterial strains and that the majority of NPs were strain-specific. The combination of two orthologous techniques proved well-adapted to the prioritisation of cyanobacterial strains for the discovery of novel compound classes. Another approach was applied to endophytes taken from various organs of medicinal plant *Rhoeo sapathacea*44 to identify those capable of producing bioactive antibacterial PKs and PEPs. In this study, bioactivity-based screening was used in combination with genetic screening for PKS and NRPS genes to select the most promising strain among 10 fungal endophytic strains. The results indicate that a positive correlation was established between the presence of PKS and/or NRPS encoding genes in endophytes and the bioactivity of their respective organic extracts.

Algorithms are currently being developed to connect genome information with the presence of molecular families to accelerate the discovery of NPs and to better understand their ecological roles from the relationship between specialised metabolism and functions. This is notably being executed through a consortium designed to facilitate studies of a large set of samples.44

These examples demonstrate that many optimal analytical and computer-based approaches allow for the prioritisation of microbial strains in measuring optimal levels of chemical diversity. Relatively few studies, however, integrate biological assays in their workflows. The combination of biological screening with metabolite profiling data through chemoinformatics, however challenging, has the potential to become the most effective approach NP discovery to date. A proof of concept study on 10 cyanobacteria species belonging to the *Symplocos* genus was performed using integrated an LC-MS/MS-
MN cancer cell cytotoxicity assay.\textsuperscript{14} This approach allowed for the targeted isolation of samamide A, a new cytotoxic NP, from a cluster representative of a novel cyanobacterial chemotype. While such a strategy involves a preliminary fractionation step, no iterative bioassay steps were required to isolate the desired compound.

For prioritisation, the type of bioassays used is also crucial and for this purpose high content screening methods are of special interest. Several approaches connecting high-content datasets to biological annotations although highly challenging are now effective for the early prioritisation of extracts and compounds with unique biological properties. The main untargeted profiling methodologies applied indifferently for mammalian, yeast or bacterial strain cell screening or \textit{in vivo} screening in zebrafish have been recently reviewed.\textsuperscript{45} Employed strategies, which can be numerous, rely on various methodologies such as image- or biomap-based screening or gene profiling methods, most of which focus on comprehensive biological characterisation or allow for phenotypic annotations of natural extracts to investigate those with unique or atypical biological profiles.

As an example, the BioMAP high-throughput platform providing detailed biological characterisations of antibacterial properties of CNEs by applying activity profile matching to a set of 15 clinically relevant strains has been designed to discover novel antibiotics. Applied to a set of 3120 pre-fractionated extracts, the strategy is successful at accurately predicting the presence of known antibiotics and at identifying arromycin, a structurally unique naphthoquinone antibiotic.\textsuperscript{46} In a more recent study, the phenotype-guided NP discovery tool established the cytological profiling of HeLa cells of a collection of 5304 pre-fractionated extracts taken from marine-derived Actinobacteria.\textsuperscript{47} In using innovative computational software to facilitate the interpretation of image-based screening data, the study allowed for the selection of one promising extract with the searched antimitotic phenotype. Further chemical investigations have led to the targeted isolation of an antimitotic-active diketopiperazine. In parallel pyrone analogues showing cytotoxic activity through the modulation of calcium ion channel functions were identified. The creation of a compound activity mapping platform in another study allowed for phenotypic screening information taken from the cytological profiling assay of a library of 234 extracts to be connected to untargeted metabolomics data.\textsuperscript{48} This new tool, which can be used to identify novel bioactive constituents and which provides predictions on compound modes of action directly from primary screening data has led to the identification of 11 known compound families and four new compounds (quinoecinnomycins A–D inducing endoplasmic reticulum stress).

5.2 Prioritisation procedures used in plant extract studies

For most of the microorganism studies discussed above, plant extract prioritisation has rarely applied stages of genomics mining. For this purpose, a ‘phytochemical genomics’ initiative aims at linking the genomics basis of the synthesis and functions of plant metabolites and an IS particularly based on advanced metabolomics.\textsuperscript{49} This approach has been successfully used to predict the presence of various NPs in plants.\textsuperscript{50} However, thus far its usage has been limited to a small number of model plants such as \textit{Arabidopsis thaliana}, \textit{Oryza sativa} and \textit{Catharanthus roseus}.

For studies of CNEs of plant origin, tools for incorporating other layers of information have been developed. Compared to microorganisms, the \textit{1H}-NMR profiling of plant extracts is more frequently used and serves as an efficient means to obtain convoluted fingerprints of signals of main constituents.\textsuperscript{4} Here, 2D NMR fingerprinting strategies can additionally be employed to better deconvolute signals, and such information is useful for the isolation of structural-specific NPs. In this way, the \textit{1H} and \textit{1H–13C} HSQC NMR metabolite profiling of 39 extracts from \textit{Endiandra} and \textit{Beilschmiedia} plant species allows for the prioritisation of leaf extracts of \textit{B. ferruginea}, from which 11 new endiandric acids of three different structural types have been identified, among which three exhibits strong levels of anti-apoptotic activity.\textsuperscript{51}

In line with the use of \textit{1H}-NMR in metabolomics, specific statistical methods for the analysis of complex spectroscopic data have been developed to detect multiple NMR peaks from the same molecule based on the multi-collinearity of their intensities in a set of NMR spectra \textit{e.g.}, statistical total correlation spectroscopy (STOCSY).\textsuperscript{32} In this respect, heterocovariance (HetCA)-based metabolomics have been found to serve as a powerful tool.\textsuperscript{53}

In a proof of concept study, the variance of extract constituents was first assessed in plants of different families and correlations with tyrosinase or 5-lipoxygenase enzymes inhibition were calculated.\textsuperscript{53} Correlations between spectral features and activity levels were, for example, examined by tracking the efficiency of a single species to identify the structural characteristics of bioactive components. In this case, the covariance between NMR and activity data was plotted for the most active plant species. Spectral lines showing strong correlations with activity were found to be indicative of specific molecular scaffolds, demonstrating that the HetCA approach can provide structural information prior to purification and showing that in the case of \textit{Dorycnium hirsutum}, activity is correlated with the presence of kaempferol 3-O-(4-O-acetylhamnosyl)-7-O-thamnoside. This also shows that spectral data reflecting the concentration differences of components of an extract can correlate statistically with measurable dose-dependent properties of bioassays. To limit extract complexity, which can hinder analysis, HetCA has also been applied to relatively coarse fractions obtained from an extract that may reveal the concentration variance of the same compound in subsequent fractions. This has led to the identification of a series of \textit{1H} NMR signals across fractions that correlate with activity. In addition, similar correlations has been recorded in MS and have been correlated with NMR by statistical heterospectroscopy (SHY).\textsuperscript{54} The integration of HetCA STOCSY and SHY allows for the identification of stilbene derivatives as active tyrosinase inhibitors in \textit{Morus alba} without the need for full purification.\textsuperscript{55}

Based on a similar premise, SHY MS-NMR correlations have been established between features of micro-fractions obtained
by preparative-HPLC capillary $^1$H-NMR (CapNMR) and LC-MS profiles associated with a cancer chemo-preventive assay successfully deconvoluting bioactive compounds as their reconstituted pseudo $^1$H NMR spectra.\textsuperscript{55}

Several approaches also rely on LC-MS-based profiling for plant extract prioritisation. To identify new inhibitors of dengue virus replication, approximately 3500 plant extracts were screened using a dengue NS5 polymerase assay (DENV-NS5). The results were examined from a phylogenetic perspective via regression residual analysis, leading to the selection of 80 Diospyros extracts from the Ebenaceae family, which showed the highest residual score. Metabolomics profiling using MZmine 2 software was applied to the selected extracts, leading to the isolation of eight bioactive lupane- and ursane-type triterpenoids from D. glans.\textsuperscript{56}

A metabolomics tool based on PCA and LC-MS was designed to select from a set of 278 Malaysian CNEs those containing structurally new photosensitisers.\textsuperscript{57} The authors hypothesised that discriminant clusterisation between photocytotoxic extracts containing known photosensitisers against those producing uncommon photosensitisers would emerge from PCA analyses of their LC-MS profiles. With this LC-MS-PCA approach and in applying molecular mass and UV-visible absorption profile filters, two new photosensitisers with a cyclic tetrapyrrolic structure were identified. The LC-MS-PCA approach was found to be an efficient and rapid method capable of prioritising the 10% most promising extracts for further investigation.

Another metrics-based prioritisation strategy has recently been developed.\textsuperscript{16} The methodology is based on the use of
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**Fig. 1** Concept of NP prioritisation. Step (1) generation of clusters (MN) according to spectral similarity of compounds detected in 3 different extracts 1, 2 and 3. Step (2) colour tags are associated with compounds of the clusters according to whether they come from bioactive extracts (red) or inactive extracts (purple). Compounds coloured in purple, red and purple, and red were detected in inactive, inactive and bioactive, and bioactive extracts, respectively. Clusters of red and purple diamonds or squares correspond to compounds of types A or C detected both in bioactive and bio-inactive extracts. They are not selected for further investigation. The cluster of purple triangles is associated with compounds of the structural type B, detected only in inactive extracts and is not selected for further investigation. The cluster of red circles is associated with compounds of the structural type D, detected only in a bioactive extract and should be selected first. It should be noted that the bioactivity of extract 3 could also be associated with the sole presence of the compound represented by an entirely red diamond (not detected in other inactive extracts). Thus, it is important to carry out the purification of a representative number of molecules within a considered cluster. A similar approach is possible using different colour tags for taxonomy mapping, leading to genus or sample-specific clusters. The combination of biological and taxonomical mapping leads to more stringent targeting.
a dedicated tool integrated with the LC-HRMS database allowing for the novelty, complexity and diversity of samples to be ranked according to various calculated metric scores. It has been applied to a set of eight marine sponges and to six tunicate samples previously fractionated by solid-phase extraction (SPE). Although the study presents some limitations, the proposed strategy’s efficiency was demonstrated through the isolation and characterisation of two new eudistomin and two new nucleosides.

In this context, biochemometrics approaches, which rely on the use of statistical modelling tools to correlate metabolite profiles with biological datasets, are very useful for assigning a biological activity to a particular compound detected from complex mixtures. The advantages and disadvantages of three of these used in metabolomics (partial least-squares (PLS), S-plot and selectivity ratios) were critically assessed and the latter was found best identify MS features correlated to bioactivity. More recently, selectivity ratio models have been applied to inactive botanical mixtures spiked with known antimicrobial compounds to assess how biochemometrics may highlight the active constituents of CNEs. This shows that data-processing approaches (data transformation and model simplification tools using a variance cut-off) have significant impacts on model capacities to detect active constituents in CNEs. Applications of such methods reveal their interesting potential as well as their current limitations. This also highlights the fact that they must be validated prior to implementation in prioritisation workflows to assess complex botanical mixtures.

Other approaches combining LC-MS/MS-MN with the integration of various information layers (Fig. 1) have recently been successful in the prioritisation of CNEs. In this respect, an innovative LC-MS/MS-MN-based approach has been developed for the screening of a focused library of Euphorbiaceae plant species.

For this purpose, various layers of information such as biological results and/or taxonomic data have been used to discriminate specific ion clusters to allow for the in fine targeting the isolation of structurally new bioactive NPs. Results of the biological screening of extracts using a chikungunya virus (CHIKV) cell-based assay and an oncogenic Wnt signalling assay were mapped to the MN, and colour tags were applied depending on the IC_{50} or EC_{50} values obtained. This step was followed by MN mapping with taxonomic information. From 88 000 nodes distributed across 7840 clusters obtained from MS/MS data on 293 plant extracts, the application of filters to the massive MN allowed for the selection of 21 clusters composed of putative inhibitors of the Wnt signalling pathway and for the targeting of no more than 5% of clusters for their anti-chikungunya (anti-CHIKV) potential. The principles of this approach are summarised in Fig. 2.

From two selected clusters, the application of an MS-directed isolation approach led to the characterisation of four new Wnt pathway inhibitors and one new anti-CHIKV compound. It should be noted that this approach did not require the use of any bio-guided isolation procedure and that structure/activity relationships can quickly be drawn when a representative number of compounds are isolated within the considered cluster. The LC-MS/MS profiles of chromatographic fractions of pre-selected bioactive extracts were additionally combined with data on the initial MN in a second step to allow for the enrichment of clusters of interest with potentially undetected minor NPs during the initial investigation of CNEs. In a second study, from the same set of extracts, the samples were analysed on another MS platform and the data were processed via the MZmine 2 software. Here prioritisation was based on
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**Fig. 2** General workflow for the generation of molecular networks and group mapping. Samples prepared at the same concentration are first injected in LC-MS/MS (A). Data are acquired using the data-dependent acquisition (DDA) mode, then converted through a MZmine 2 software processing. The final .mgf file is then used for the generation of the MN by GNPS web-platform or MetGem software. In parallel, bioassays (B) are conducted to record activity and taxonomic information are tabulated (C). Finally, the MNs are annotated by the interrogation of public or private databases, and bioactivity together with taxonomy can be mapped on the MNs for sample prioritisation and targeted isolation. Figure adapted and reprinted with permission from ref. 60 2019. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
taxonomic considerations rather than biological ones (CHIKV, DENV and ZIKV assays) to find new or uncommon structures. Taxonomic mapping involved overlaying the 20 Euphorbiaceae genera found in the extract collection and detecting genus- or sample-specific clusters. From 1231 clusters containing three nodes, 82 genus-specific ones were selected, among which one was sample-specific and resulted in the characterisation of five unprecedented tetracyclic chlorinated monoterpenyl quinol-4-one, two new daphnane diterpenoid orthoesters possessing potent anti-CHIK activities, and two new 1,4-dioxane-fused phenanthrene dimers, of which one was the first natural dual inhibitor of dengue and Zika NS5 characterised to date.

When using such taxonomical layouts within a homogenous set of samples, family-, genus- and species-specific compounds can be more easily distinguished from other ubiquitous NPs in an MN, significantly increasing chances of discovering structurally new lead compounds. To further target bioactive NPs within complex mixtures, a bioactive MN workflow integrating an algorithm that predicts putative bioactive molecules present in fractions has recently been added to GNPS methods. This involves the calculation of a bioactivity score from the Pearson correlation between feature intensity levels across fractions and bioactivity levels associated with these fractions in ways similar to those previously discussed in NMR correlation studies. Bioactivity scoring results were directly visualised in the MN and molecules with significant predicted bioactivity scores could in turn be targeted more accurately. The main advantage of this procedure lies in the fact that minor bioactive compounds can be detected relatively easily within

Fig. 3 Efficient link between feature highlighted by prioritisation in LC-MS profiles and obtaining of the corresponding NP for final structural and biological characterisation. The methanolic extract of *S. officinalis* was used as a typical plant extract to illustrate how a highlighted feature (m/z @ RT) can be readily obtained in one-step by targeted isolation at the semi-preparative level with appropriate chromatographic gradient transfer and generate sufficient amount of bioassay assessment and 2DNMR. The methanolic CNE was first analysed by UHPLC-PDA-ESI-HRMS/MS (A). Combination of bioactivity screening results (F) and MN (B) permitted the identification a given feature (compound 3 m/z 347.1855 [M + H]+ @ RT). Gradient transfer between the analytical conditions (Xbridge C18 column (250 × 4.6 i.d. mm, 5 μm, 1 ml min⁻¹)) (C) and the semi-preparative separations with the same phase chemistry (Xbridge C18 column (250 × 19 i.d. mm, 5 μm, 17 ml min⁻¹)) (D) yielded similar profiles and precise RT prediction. ELSD detection enabled semi-quantitative estimation of respective amounts in the CNE for estimation of the isolation yields (C). Sample introduction by dryload (40 mg of CNE (D)) instead of classical injection was key to maximise resolution. Using this approach compound 3 was isolated directly from the CNE in one-step with high purity and identified by 2DNMR (E) and submitted to bioassay (F) for final assessment.
enriched fractions. However, the approach involves the coarse fractionation of bioactive extracts.

6 Rapid targeted isolation of NPs from CNEs using prioritisation information

As is described above, the various analytical methods used for metabolite profiling in conjunction with bioassay data are designed to putatively identify structurally novel NPs in extracts with a high probability of being bioactive. To validate such results the NPs identified in extracts need to be isolated for complete biological and structural characterisation. This procedure must be efficient and yield enough of the targeted pure NP for full de novo NMR characterisation and for an evaluation of its bioactivity.

In the case of LC-MS metabolite profiling, the feature(s) highlighted through the prioritisation process (a given m/z value for a given retention time) allow(s) for the precise localisation of the NP of interest in the ion map (see Fig. 3A). For this final characterisation, sub-mg quantities of each pure NP are required. They are generally sufficient for the extensive identification by 2D NMR measurements with NMR equipped with cryoprobes and for activity potency determination with sensitive bioassays.

Over recent years developments have been made to achieve efficient isolation directly from CNEs at the preparative chromatographic scale by maintaining chromatographic selectivity and resolution levels very similar to those achieved during metabolite profiling at the analytical scale. We view this step as crucial since NP isolation involves tedious multiple chromatographic steps applied on a large scale whereby the monitoring of a prioritised feature is difficult to achieve.

To this end, one solution is to perform multiple injections of the CNE using analytical separation conditions and to collect the LC-peak of interest by trapping on solid phase extraction (SPE) cartridges. The content of the SPE can then be directly eluted via NMR using state-of-the-art LC-SPE-NMR systems. Some bioassays can already be performed at this scale as demonstrated for the identification of protein tyrosine phosphatase inhibitors of Vietnamese plants. While this approach may integrate MS detection prior to trapping and offers the advantage of being automated, it also suffers from limitations in SPE trapping efficiency and from a need for multiple injections to achieve sufficient levels of enrichment.

Another approach to the rapid and direct isolation of NPs from CNEs at the μg mg⁻¹ scale at the highest LC resolution is that of semi-preparative HPLC. For this method, efficient chromatographic gradient transfers (from analytical to semi-preparative HPLC) can be calculated using the same column stationary phase to maintain exactly the same level of selectivity at both scales (see Fig. 3C and D). To achieve the best chromatographic resolution, the optimal introduction of a large amount of CNEs to a semi-preparative HPLC column serves as a critical step. Due to the solubility issues related to CNEs and notably with RP separation, these samples are often diluted and injected in large volumes of organic solvents that significantly compromise resolutions. Newly developed dry load injection methods compatible with semi-preparative separation constitute an excellent means to avoid the compromises that generally need to be made between high loading and sample solubilisation. Thus, as is shown in Fig. 3, the targeted isolation of a prioritised feature from a typical plant CNE can be efficiently performed at the semi-preparative level with almost no loss of resolution and while yielding high enough volumes for full de novo characterisation and bioactivity assessment. Through such a process ELSD detection in addition to MS and/or UV are key to estimating the scale at which isolation must be applied to obtain a sufficient volume of the NP of interest.

In our opinion, even if preparative chromatographic techniques are well established, their optimised use by strictly following rules established for fundamental chromatography is key to efficient isolation. This point is often neglected in the NP community and results in inefficient and lengthy purification protocols. Since the prioritisation procedures presented here are designed to highlight valuable NPs in CNEs, their isolation from complex mixtures merits special attention to efficiently complete the entire process.

7 Conclusion

Most prioritisation strategies highlighted in this paper aim at efficiently isolating NPs exhibiting significant levels of bioactivity and/or novel and chemo-diverse chemical entities mainly for drug discovery purposes. This is achieved by using genomic, metabolomic, or taxonomic information with or without relations to bioassay screening data to highlight valuable NPs. These different efforts aim at replacing lengthy classical bioactivity-guided isolation procedures with a potential cherry picking of targeted NPs to gather multidimensional information at hand for such selection.

In our view, strategies that ideally integrate all levels of information (genomes, metabolomes, and relevant bioassays) in conjunction with well-designed libraries (enriched CNEs free of interfering constituents) will pave the way to rational NP discovery. Such efforts must also be made in good agreement with newly enforced ABS legislation.

To achieve such goals, developments are still needed in various fields. Key to the whole process is the design of CNE libraries and this may vary according to final objectives. All data associated with such libraries should be of high quality and acquired in formats that would ease their mining with advanced bioinformatics tools. Efficient means of standardisation and dissemination and the open sharing of relevant datasets are prerequisites to advancing in this field. In this vein, initiatives for sharing metabolite profiling data with data-driven social-networking platforms such those of GNPS provide a means to collectively translate big data into shared knowledge across the entire NP research community. This is central to rendering natural extract metabolome data of a similar level as genome data, which are also decisive for prioritisation.

In this context, in NP research, massive metabolite annotation with high levels of confidence remains a major challenge.
Here, the methodical approaches vary and cannot be standardised to the level of proteomics and genomics. Having at hand massive and partly redundant MS datasets serves as one way to gain confidence for annotation especially when contextualising such data (e.g., by taxonomy or genetics) is done carefully. NMR remains a key complement to MS for unambiguous identification. In this respect, new initiatives for the community sharing of raw NMR data in public repositories are emerging. All these efforts of mutual data sharing should finally yield results of higher quality and integrity and are also well in line with the requirements of data management plans of funding agencies.

In our opinion, obtaining high quality and semi-quantitative compositional information on natural extracts is essential to prioritisation-driven studies. Given the high chemodiversity of bioactive NPs, strategies that integrate several levels of orthogonal information, each of which is associated with a score, should be developed, as is the case for MS. Such scores can be associated with (i) chemotaxonomy (phylogeny, genetics, and structural relations in metabolomes) and (ii) analytical parameters such as matches with predicted retention time and/or collision cross sections (in ion mobility) based on structure integration and NMR information for main CNEs constituents. Methods that integrate all of these scores, each of which is individually imperfect, should ultimately support more confidence in automated NP annotation. Efforts made in this direction must be continued and intensified. For quantitative estimations, protocols for extract profiling should more systematically involve the additional recording of profiles with detectors to provide semi-quantitative estimations of metabolites such as ELSD and/or CAD as well as LC-MS/NMR studies of both ID and quantification aspects. The mastery of this information should ultimately lead to the generation of detailed metabolome information on a large number of natural organisms, which can support evaluations of traits of CNE composition and reveal novel bioactive NPs.

In regard to bioassays, high-content phenotypic screens appear to be well adapted to screening CNEs and to directly predicting the compound mode of action from primary screening data. For example, cytological profiling using image-based phenotypic screens associated with untargeted HR-MS-based metabolomics appears to be among the most advanced means to rapidly and efficiently target and identify constituents with unique biological properties.

In addition to this method, the multi-informational MN approach embedding various information layers appears to be a powerful and efficient approach to the prioritisation and targeted isolation of novel bioactive compounds. The combination of phenotypic-based profiling methodologies with such a multi-informative MN approach would likely prove to be one of the smarter and most effective means to identify new drug leads. Efficient biochremometric tools for the co-correlation of bioassay and composition data are needed and must be carefully evaluated. Adequate algorithms should enable one to efficiently highlight spectroscopic features of large datasets to finally guide the targeted isolation of NPs of interest.

To be effectively implemented by the NP community, all necessary statistical and bioinformatics tools of prioritisation workflows should ideally be user-friendly and intuitive. However, such tools should provide a good understanding of how the data are processed to avoid biases. For pipelines integrating complex multilayer information, the use of validated bioactive reference standards spiked in extracts is highly recommended to evaluate the efficiency of the prioritisation strategy envisioned.

When prioritisation is not directly connected to given bioactivity results but aims at finding novel chemodiverse NPs, the virtual screening of scaffolds (docking, modelling chemical space, etc.) obtained may represent an alternative means to valorise the new chemical entities discovered. However, in silico valorisation pipelines strongly depend on the use of advanced bioinformatics tools. To explore large volumes of aggregated data including chemical, biological, taxonomical and genomics information more efficiently and to maximise chances of successfully tracking new and/or active natural products, the use of systems that can correctly interpret external data such those of artificial intelligence (AI) will become a necessity.

The various prioritisation protocols described finally aim at identifying single bioactive constituents from CNEs for an in-depth investigation of their bioactivity and pharmacological profiles. In many instances, however, CNEs may exhibit remarkable activities that cannot be retrieved after the isolation of their single constituents and it is not uncommon to sacrifice bioactivity when performing classic activity-guided isolation protocols. Such an effect can be attributed to the degradation or loss of the active principle during isolation or to synergistic effects between individual constituents that may emerge from specific target(s) or more likely in phenotypic screens. While synergistic and/or antagonistic effects are difficult and time consuming to investigate and especially given the rapid pace of screening campaigns, they are still worth studying. The use of semi-quantitative compositional data on CNEs in parallel with screening results allows one to document bioactivity losses during fractionation from changes in composition or to investigate trends of common compositional features of bioactive CNEs. Such information may highlight a co-occurrence of NPs in extracts of a given ratio and reveal potential synergistic mechanisms that must then be assessed with a combination of single NPs. This aspect is however still extremely challenging to address. In this context, synergy maps that provide a global visualisation of compound combination effects could be used with CNE profiling data of closely related samples to identify constituent patterns putatively involved in synergistic effects. Using a detailed metabolite profile of active NPs can also allow for the analysis of potential NP loss or degradation during fractionation and design strategies for recovering bioactive NPs. On the other hand, the characterisation of the bioactivity of isolated NPs is not always straightforward, and final purity assessments are essential at this stage since impurities (residual complexity) can be responsible for bioactivity.

The acquisition of high-quality analytical data combined with results of biological activities using relevant
biochemometric tools should provide detailed information on the metabolomes of a large number of natural organisms, allowing for the efficient identification of novel bioactive NPs. The comprehensive integration of these dimensions has begun and will continue in the future to induce a paradigm shift in NP research for a beneficial renewal of pharamacognosy in the digital era. Such a change is necessary and we are convinced that it will bring NPs back to the forefront of drug discovery programs by recapturing the pre-eminent role they once played in this field.
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